ASSEMBLY OF 22'-0" POINT RAIL

LEFT HAND POINT RAIL

SECTION A

CLIP ASSEMBLY

STOP ASSEMBLY

NOTES
CONVERSION FACTOR: 1 INCH=25.4 mm, 1 FOOT=304.8 mm

WHEN REFERRENG TO POINT RAILS, DRAWING NO.
MUST BE STATED AS A OR B INDICATE RIGHT
OR LEFT HAND POINT:
A- RIGHT HAND POINT
B- LEFT HAND POINT (ILLUSTRATED)

ITEM NO. | DESCRIPTION |
--- | --- |
1 | RIGHT POINT RAIL |
2 | LEFT POINT RAIL |
3 | REINFORCING BAR 1/2" THK X 20'-0" LONG |
4 | SWITCH CLIP-LEFT HAND |
5 | SWITCH CLIP-LEFT HAND |
6 | STOP BLOCK |
7 | STOP BLOCK |
8 | 3/4" UNI-UNC HDG BOLT X 4" LG/6 SH SQR/NUT |
9 | 3/4" UNI-UNC HDG BOLT X 4" LG/6 SH SQR/NUT |
10 | 1/4" UNI-UNC HDG BOLT X 3-1/2" LG/6 SH SQR/NUT |
11 | 1/4" UNI-UNC HDG BOLT X 4-1/2" LG/6 SH SQR/NUT |
12 | SPRING WASHER FOR 3/4" UNI BOLT |
13 | SPRING WASHER FOR 3/4" UNI BOLT |
14 | 1/4" COTTER PIN X 5-1/4" LONG |
15 | 1/4" COTTER PIN X 5-1/4" LONG |
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